
LGBTQ+  
Reading Group



Introduction

Welcome to Reading Friends, your guide to creating your 
own LGBTQ+ reading group, using materials from Islington’s 
Pride, a special archive at the Islington Local History Centre. 

The development of this Reading Friends resource is a 
partnership between The Reading Agency and Islington 
Library and Heritage services, for adults to discuss, engage 
with and be inspired by LGBTQ+ history of the borough.  
The activities can be used to further knowledge of Islington’s 
queer history, to foster an environment to develop lifelong 
reading, and to share stories and personal histories.

You can find a link to the online version of the Archive at  
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/home. This pack 
contains 6 accounts of already trialled sessions, which  
detail the resources used from the archive, and specific 
activities which were designed around them. These 
accounts also provide tips for engaging participants 
effectively and compassionately.

Following these detailed session accounts, you will also 
find 12 standalone cards that each provide; an image from 
the Archive, and a text explaining the context of the image. 
These cards are here to help prompt discussion, sharing  
and hopefully lead you on a path to further research and 
session planning using the online resources in Islington’s 
Pride Archive.
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4 — 5

Dangerous books:  
education and censorship

Encourage participants to discuss their experiences of education  
and the effect of censorship on identity and mental health. 

The session comprised close reading of extracts from 
Peter Wildeblood’s, Against the Law and discussions  
about the controversial children’s book, Jenny Lives with  
Eric & Martin. To provide context for these discussions, we began 
the session by introducing the educational resource Colours of the 
Rainbow and the oppressive policies outlined Section 28.

1 We read through introduction of Colours of the Rainbow and 
discussed why this document was so radical at the time. 

 Prompt – How do you think the design of education and curricula 
impacts LGBTQ+ students?

2 We looked at the Section 28 legislation and shared experiences that 
we had at school as relates to the restrictions placed on education in 
Section 28. 

 
 Prompt – At this point using excerpts from the following could help  

to prompt conversation:  

• Colours of the Rainbow a pro LGBTQ+ educational   
guide designed by Islington Council workers and    
educators in response to Section 28

•  Schools’ gay sex books upset heads 
•  Author under siege in row over gay sex guide, 

contemporary news articles 
• Defend Gay’s The Word campaign pamphlet 
• New Openings in the World of Letters 

3 As a group we took turns to read excerpts of Peter Wildeblood’s 
Against the Law. Choosing pages from the first chapter and chapter 
detailing life in prison, we compared and contrasted changes in 
attitudes between his Wildeblood’s era and ours. Conversations also 
touched on people’s personal experiences of coming out.

4 At the end of the session we looked at the Islington’s Pride LGBT 
booklist pamphlet and shared names of books that we would 
recommend or that had been important to us growing up.

Against The Law autobiographical book by Peter Wildeblood 
(downloadable PDF can be found here: https://warwick.ac.uk/
fac/arts/english/currentstudents/undergraduate/modules/fulllist/
special/queeringtheliterarylandscape/wildeblood.pdf)

Schools’ gay sex books upset heads newspaper article  
(S/IP/1/7/39 or physical archive ref: YGO77)

Author under siege in row over gay sex guide newspaper article  
(S/IP/1/7/73 or physical archive ref: YGO77)

Defend Gay’s The Word campaign pamphlet (S/IHGG/2/2/1/4)  

New Openings in the World of Letters newspaper article  
(S/IP/1/7/66 or physical archive ref: YGO77 OPE)

Colours of the Rainbow teaching resource (S/IP/1/2/2/1)

Section 28 copy of legislation document (S/IHGG/2/2/2)

Jenny Lives with Eric & Martin children’s book (S/IP/1/4/1/1)

LGBT booklist pamphlet (S/IP/2/3/1/4/8)

Create a safe space for sharing, so that participants feel they  
can contribute. To do this, allow participants to choose when to 
contribute their thoughts, rather than making everyone take turns. 
Reading aloud should also be optional. Listen to each other without 
judgement and be supportive if members are finding sharing their 
stories difficult.

Aim

Outline

Activities

Resources

Session 1

Top Tip



6 — 7

Newspapers, the loony left  
+ cut and paste

To study and re-animate/reclaim negative newspaper headlines 
from the archives (predominantly the 1980s Bob Crossman  
mayoral era). 

We took action against the negative media coverage by cutting up 
the newspaper headlines to make our own word collages. Some 
participants drew out the repetition of certain words or phrases to 
make obvious the absurdity of the sensationalist writing (eg “ENTER 
THE gay gay GAY GAY GAY MAYOR”) or to simply align sentences 
which we found particularly illuminating.

1 We started by gathering around a pile of photocopies of newspaper 
clippings from the archive and looked and discussed initial thoughts. 
It is useful to have quite a large amount of different clippings to 
compare. There was both humour and sadness expressed at the 
sensationalised coverage of Islington pro LGBT policies of the time. 

2 We then each got an A3 piece of paper to make a collage of the 
headlines which most interested us, whether for reasons of anger 
against them or highlighting the humour inherent within them. 
Repetition of certain phrases spotted across different articles and 
papers worked well, for example the obsession with “grants for Irish 
lesbians” and help for LGBT people being “ON THE RATES”. Words 
of our own could be added in chalk pen if we wanted to make more 
long form sentences and change the meaning of the words with our 
own additions. 

3 If there is extra time, another activity would be to bring some 
withdrawn library books and magazines and finish by making 
collages in the style of Halliwell and Orton’s defaced books. 

Images from Islington Pride’s online archive section ‘Press’

Images of Halliwell and Orton’s defaced library book covers (The 
physical archive has a full selection of images of these book covers 
and they are easily found online via google image search also). 

• A3 Coloured Paper
• Scissors
• Glue 
• Magazines and withdrawn books 
• Chalk Pens
• A4 or A3 Printouts of Archival Newspaper Clippings   

(online archive section ‘Press’)
• A4 or A3 Printouts of Orton and Halliwell book covers

We found that during this activity there was a lot of discussion 
around the nature of language (both positive and negative, and 
how that can shift - eg the word “queer”) which we would always 
encourage and aim to keep flowing. As facilitators we always try  
and lead the way by doing our own collages and emphasising that 
you do not need to be concerned about how ‘artistic’ your response 
is, simply having any response (verbal or on paper) is encouraged 
and respected.

Aim Resources

Outline

Activities

Materials

Session 2

Top Tip



8 — 9

Session 3 In your head: mental health  
and representation

To explore the effects of representation and public opinion  
on mental health. 

We read extracts from Colours of the Rainbow, archival news  
articles and discussed how we experienced representation on 
television during our youth. The session culminated in us creating 
the outline for our own playful sitcom: Colours of the Rainbow.  
We used the names of paint colours, from decorating cards, to help 
prompt our narrative.

1 We read Colours of the Rainbow (p.147) and completed the KS4 
discussion exercise, in order to introduce a variety of perspectives 
around mental health and representation, without the group feeling 
obliged to share their own experiences.

2 We completed KS3 lesson 4 - Representation of Gay Issues from the 
same booklet. Through filling in the table, people shared their pop-
culture references and we discussed whether representation has 
changed over the years.

3 We read aloud to each other New Openings in the World of Letters 
and Sleepwalking excerpt (p.137) from Colours of The Rainbow.

4 We held a discussion on the relationship between mental health  
and representation.

5 Each participant chose 3-4 paint colours from decorating cards 
and arranged them according to colour harmony. Each group of 
paint colour titles inspired some to quickly invent a storyline and 
character. As a group we arranged these into episodes for our own 
light hearted LGBT+ sitcom. We wrote up brief episode overviews 
onto flip chart paper and glued the colour cards around the edge.

New Openings in the World of Letters newspaper article  
(S/IP/1/7/66 or physical archive ref: YGO77 OPE)

Colours of the Rainbow teaching resource (S/IP/1/2/2/1)

•  Flipchart paper & colour pens
•  Paint colours (with names) on decorating cards
•  Glue sticks
•  A4 Printouts of Colours of the Rainbow p.147  

and Sleepwalking excerpt p.137 and  
New Openings in the World of Letters

Making a sitcom is a playful way of creating a safe space. A fun 
making activity can improve the cohesiveness of a group and 
provide comic respite from a potentially difficult topic. Do make sure 
that you have systems in place to protect you and group members if 
something is shared that needs extra support or attention (helplines 
or advice centres etc.)

Aim Resources

Outline

Activities

Materials

Top Tip



Session 4

10 — 11

Text beyond the page;  
queer storytelling

To look at text beyond the page; words that are designed to be 
spoken aloud or read alongside images. 

We used artworks from the archive to spark interest in different 
forms of writing, be it comics, videos or poems. The intention of 
using these forms was to show that writing your story as an exercise 
doesn’t need to be intimidating. Anybody can be a storyteller. We 
then sat down to write, composing our own pieces, which drew on 
our personal archives and stories. 

1 We looked through and discussed the selection of photocopied 
images from magazines and flyers which feature comic strips or 
other graphic stories. 

2 We then moved to the sharing section of the session. Going around 
in a circle, each person in turn shared a person/hero/icon/influential 
figure whom they always ‘bring into the room with them’. This might 
be a family member, a writer, activist, anybody who has had or has 
an ongoing influence on the speaker. People were encouraged to 
speak as little or as much they like. 

3 Next we began to write. Everyone was given a piece of A4 coloured 
paper and a coloured chalk pen. Inspired by Ernest Hemingway’s 
famous poem ‘For Sale, Baby Shoes, Never Worn’, people were 
encouraged to write a 6 word poem. The aim is to say as much as 
possible in as few words possible. 

4 For the next writing exercise ‘The Golden Shovel’, we picked a 
sentence or headline at random from one of the archival magazines. 
Each word of this sentence had to form the last word of each line of 
each poem we wrote. We all were working from the same source, 
and it was interesting to see how differently the poems came out, 
how we choose to link the prompt words through poetry. These 
ranged from the literal to completely abstract. Again we shared as a 
group.

5 We closed with a discussion on how we felt about writing and sharing 
our stories at the close, compared to at the beginning of the session. 

Selection of comics and magazines from Islington’s Pride  
physical archive.

•  A4 Coloured Paper and Chalk Pens (could be plain paper and pen, 
but colour seems to get people going easier)

•  A4 or A3 Printouts of archival magazine pages

If people are not comfortable writing about their own identity and 
experiences, they could write about something from the archive, 
or relating to the local area. The aim is to create a safe space for 
creativity, any output or sharing, however small, may be a huge step 
for the participant, and encouraged and well supported. 

Aim Resources

Outline
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Materials

Top Tip



12 — 13

Session 5 Politics and protest 

An in depth reading of a text, specifically chapters 7 and 8 of Charlie 
Kiss’s autobiography A New Man. 

The text is interesting as it covers the perspective of an Islington 
political activist who previously identified as a lesbian, spending 
time at Greenham Women’s Camp, and latterly transitioned to male, 
whilst continuing to be active in the world of LGBTQ+ politics. 

1 We read aloud in a circle, taking maybe a page or two at a time each. 
We allowed time after each person has spoken to share any thoughts 
or reflections about the text as they came up. 

2 At the end of chapter 7, which concentrates on Charlie’s time as a 
teenage lesbian at Greenham Common Women’s Camp, allow some 
time for a more involved discussion about growing up, coming out, 
and getting involved in politics. When conversation was struggling, 
we used some prepared talking points; 

• Have you ever been involved in a protest or action? 
• What do we think of all women spaces? 
• What problems did/might arise in these segregated camps? 
• Does being LGBTQ+ lead people to be more politically active/

aware than they might be if they were heterosexual? 

3 We continued to read aloud together from Chapter 8 which covers 
Charlie’s time in Holloway Prison, which we chose to contrast with a 
chapter about imprisonment from Peter Wildeblood’s “Against The 
Law” Again, we allowed conversation to flow naturally, but had the 
following prompts to hand;

• Has popular media distorted our view of what it is like being 
gay in prison, particularly for women?

• What do we think about the relationship between 
homosexuality and the law?

•  What do we think are the ongoing implications of the history 
of gay men being criminalised, and gay women being 
invisible/erased? 

• What are the political issues which we would go to prison for?
• How could we best address the issue of trans people being 

misgendered in the prison system?
 

A New Man autobiography by Charlie Kiss

Against The Law by Peter Wildeblood

Printouts of chapters 7 and 8 of A New Man 

We chose these 2 chapters because they were focussed mainly 
around the history of protest and politics, and the long history of 
LGBTQIA activists. This was most appropriate for our group which 
was composed mainly of older gay men who had much to say about 
this period of political history. Other chapters may be of more 
interest to your group, there are sections about personal struggle/
mental health, coming out as lesbian, choosing to transition fully to 
male.Some sections are sexually explicit, so be sure you have read 
your chapters before, to check they are appropriate for the group. If 
people are not happy to read aloud, the facilitator(s) can take up the 
narration for a while. 

Aim Resources

Outline

Activities

Materials

Top Tip



14 — 15

Session 6 Creating an archive:  
oral histories

To discuss the importance of documenting often overlooked/ 
unrepresented histories.

Space was given for sharing our historical experiences and reflecting 
on how things may have changed. We then used these discussions 
to create our own oral histories and evaluate the project.

1 We listened to Interview with DJ Ritu from the Speak Out London 
Oral Histories Project. We discussed what stood out for us in the 
interview. We used the discussion points:

• What are the similarities between now and then? 
• What kind of information is shared? 
• What can we learn about history? 

2 We made postcards using marbling inks using the following process: 

• Pour water into trays and drop ink into them. 
• Swirl around the ink and then place photographic paper on 

top (this paper dries very quickly once dabbed with tissue). 
• Peel back paper, dab with tissue and leave to dry

3 Once everyone had created a couple of images each, we used the 
back of the postcards to write down:

• How you have experienced the Reading Friends group
•  Something you have learned or enjoyed
•  Something you would change or improve
•  Something you would like to share about the present with 

future LGBTQ+ participants
•  Something about LGBTQ+ culture from the past.

 

Audio & transcript of interview with DJ Ritu: 
http://www.speakoutlondon.org.uk/oral-histories/d-j-ritu

• Black sharpie pens
• Marbling inks
• Tissues
• Trays
• Water
• Photographic printer paper 

Some participants may feel uncomfortable about being recorded. 
Make sure that you are sensitive to this and avoid this element of 
the activity if it puts anyone ill at ease. After the session you could 
create a stop-frame animation using iPads, postcards and any 
other material you have generated during these sessions. You could 
then combine recorded discussion with animation to create an oral 
history specific to the group. There are apps that can be downloaded 
to help with this.

Aim Resources

Outline

Activities

Materials

Top Tip



16 — 17

These cards have an image from the archive on one 
side and a short text about the archival context on 
the other. There is a link to online content which 
you are welcome to print. Alternatively, why not visit 
Islington’s Local History Centre and explore their 
archival collection yourself. You can find the archival 
reference codes on each card to help your search.

Use these cards as stimuli to:

• Discuss
• Make
• Share
• Compare

Reflecting on images and text can help to create 
discussion.

Archives can inspire making activities, such as  
the marbling postcard activity mentioned in the 
example activities.

Maybe archival materials remind you of an experience 
you have had. You are welcome to share your 
experiences if you feel happy to.

Think about historical contexts and compare how 
they differ from or are similar to today.

12 Cards



18 — 19

We used this in session 1

• Take turns reading extracts. 

• Compare with other primary sources such as  
Section 28 or Colours of the Rainbow extracts. 

• Discuss and share your experiences.

Peter Wildeblood was one of the first men in the U.K to publicly 
declare his homosexuality. He was arrested and tried as part of the 
high-profile Montagu Case, in which he stood trial alongside Lord 
Montagu and Michael Pitt-Rivers, accused of: “conspiracy to incite 
certain male persons to commit serious offences with male  
persons” (A.K.A ‘buggery’). During the trial Wildeblood admitted  
to being homosexual.

While carry out his 18-month sentence, Peter Wildeblood wrote 
Against the Law, detailing his life and his experiences in Wormwood 
Scrubs prison. Published in 1955, the book highlighted appalling 
prison conditions and encouraged prison reform. 

In part due to Peter Wildeblood’s persuasive writing and 
testimonials, the Wolfenden Report (1957) recommended  
the decriminalisation of homosexuality.

Downloadable PDF
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/english/currentstudents/
undergraduate/modules/fulllist/special/
queeringtheliterarylandscape/wildeblood.pdf

Peter Wildeblood’s,  
Against the Law

Prompt

Info

1

Peter Wildeblood (left), his 
solicitor Mr Prothero (centre) 
and Dr J A Hobson of Middlesex 
Hospital and witness for the 
defence at Winchester Crown 
Court, 17th March 1954
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We used this in session 1

• Extracts from story alongside archival documents such as news 
article: Schools’ gay sex books upset heads YGO77 and discuss 
similarities or differences in today’s education system. 

• What is the legacy left from 1980s politics in the U.K? 

• Can you make your own recommended reading list?

Jenny Lives with Eric and Martin, is a children’s book by Susanne 
Bösche published in Danish in 1981 and later in English in 1983.  
The book encourages open and tolerant dialogue around gay 
couples raising children, but was tagged by tabloid Press as 
‘homosexual propaganda’.

The Press mistakenly reported the book was available in a school 
library, when it was in fact one copy was bought for teachers. This 
was then used to critique the Labour-run Inner London Education 
Authority (ILEA) and advance Margaret Thatcher’s Section 28  
Local Government Act, which censored LGBTQ+ content from the 
national curriculum.

Online link to archive resource
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110002863

Archive reference number
S/IP/1/4/1/1

Jenny Lives with  
Eric & Martin

Prompt

Info

2
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We used this in session 1

• 28 provides good insight to the political climate of the time.  
Read alongside news articles and education resource Colours  
of the Rainbow. 

• Share your experience with education,  

• Discuss how we may improve education in the future.

Section 28 was a Conservative amendment to the Local Government 
Act which censored LGBTQ+ content from the national curriculum. 
The act was passed in 24 May 1988. It banned the ‘promoting’ 
homosexuality, which could mean various things such as: banning 
councils from funding any lesbian and gay initiatives; preventing fair 
representation in schools; unemployment for teachers who were 
known to be gay.

The act was finally repealed in Scotland on June 21, 2000 and for 
the rest of the UK on November 18, 2003.

Online link to archive resource  
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110002752

Archive reference number 
S/IHGG/2/2/2

Section 28

Prompt

Info

3
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We used this is session 1 and 3

• Choose some exercises from the book and complete  
them as a group. 

• Discuss and assess the effectiveness of activities. 

• Is this resource still useful today? 

• How would you update it?

Colours of the Rainbow was a book published jointly by Islington 
& Camden local authorities in 1995. The book is a resource for 
teachers, governors, parents and carers, exploring issues of 
sexuality and difference.

At the time producing this resource was a radical statement by local 
councils, as education was still beholden to the arbitrary censorship 
rules of Section 28. 

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110002755

Archive reference number
S/IP/1/2/2/1

Colours of the Rainbow

Prompt

Info

4
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We used this in session 1 and 2

This leaflet can be used to make collages, cut-up poems and  
as a stimulus to discuss political activism, then and now.

•  How important is a resource like this today?

•  What kind of activities would you include today?

•  Do you think teachers are able to confidently address LGBTQ+  
issues in the classroom? Why do you think this is? 

This leaflet was produced by the Defend Gay’s the Word Campaign 
regarding the HM Customs and Excise raid in 1984.

Gay’s the Word is a Gay bookshop in central London, established in 
1979. There was some unwillingness to grant a lease for the shop by 
Camden Council. This was overcome with support from, then local 
councillor, Ken Livingstone.

In 1984 Customs and Excise raided the shop under the assumption 
that it was a porn shop. They seized thousands of titles, including 
works by Tennessee Williams and Jean Genet. After public outcry 
and global support, the case was dropped in 1986. 

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110003827

Archive reference number
S/IHGG/2/2/1/4

Prompt

Info

Defend Gay’s the  
Word campaign leaflet5
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We used this in session 1 and 3

• Use this news article to explore ideas around representation  
and identity. 

• How many other Feminist publishing houses  
exist today? 

• What would go on your feminist recommended  
reading list? 

• Discuss how representation affects our mental health. 

• Why is representation important?

This is a newspaper cutting regarding the launch of a new publishing 
company, Open Letters, for feminist publications.

Established in 1992, co-founders Alison Hennegan, Ros de 
Lanerolle and Gillian Hanscombe set out to provide a platform for 
often overlooked texts and authors. “Open Letters wants to take 
risks and to pay attention to detail”

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110003293

Archive reference number
S/IP/1/7/66 or physical archive ref: YGO77 OPE

New openings in the  
World of Letters

Prompt

Info

6



30 — 31

We used this in sessions 1 and 2

• Discuss what words frequently recur or are featured prominently in 
the articles. 

• How do the journalists use language to subtly show their bias against 
the LGBTQ+ community? 

• Would similar tactics be used in the press today? 

• How has wider public opinion and media bias shifted since the 
1980s?

Newspaper cutting regarding lesbian and gay books recommended 
by the ILEA for teachers, including The Milkman’s On His Way by 
David Rees. Contains homophobic opinions. This is on a page of 
collated newspaper clippings from 1984/5 reporting on gay issues 
in the Islington area. The collection of articles was gathered at the 
time by an unknown Islington archive worker who filed them in a box 
labelled ‘Homosexual Issues’. The latter discovery of this box led to 
the genesis of the Islington’s Pride project. 

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110003266

Archive reference number
box YGO77 (84)

Items 
S/IP/1/7/39, S/IP/1/7/42, S/IP/1/7/40, S?IP/1/7/41 S/IP/1/7/38

‘Schools’ gay sex  
books upset heads’

Prompt

Info

7
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Author under siege in  
row over gay sex guide

Prompt

Info

We used this in sessions 1

• Do you think the headline fairly represents the concerns and 
intentions of author Sandra Mole? 

• How do you think this resource compares to the new SRE curriculum 
being introduced into primary schools in 2020? 

• How have attitudes towards teaching about LGBTQ+ issues 
changed/not changed since this article? 

• How was your experience of relationships education in school?

Newspaper cutting regarding a resource guide Colours of the 
Rainbow - Exploring Issues of Sexuality and Difference” produced 
by Sandra Mole as a teaching aid. Includes reactions from the press, 
reasons for creating the guide and how it was developed.

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110003300

Archive reference number
Box GO77 (H621) MOLE (1996)

Item
S/IP/1/7/73

8
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We used this in session 4

• What does the format of this leaflet tell you about the organisation 
London Friend? 

• How do we find information and community support today? 

• How would you have felt if you came across this leaflet as a closeted 
gay person? 

• Can you think of a similar regular provision such as this in your local 
area today? 

A hand drawn photocopied 1989 flyer for the organisation 
London Friend, located on Upper Street in Islington. The leaflet 
offers information about a daily lunchtime meet up for local gay 
unemployed women. 

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110002675

Archive reference number
Box GO77 Lond (1989)

Item
S/IP/1/1/1/3

London friend flyer 3 

Prompt

Info

9
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We used this in session 4

• How do you think the comic strip style encourages people  
to attend? 

• Why do you think the group met upstairs at the  
Hemingford Arms? 

• What venues do you recall visiting/visit today? 

• Do you think there are less physical gay bars because  
of the ease of meeting other LGBTQ+ people online? 

• Is this an improvement or a loss? 

Islington and Haringey Gay Group flyer providing information about 
the group meeting place and activities in a comic book style layout, 
and a map for getting to the meeting place at the Hemingford Arms.
The Hemingford Arms, still in operation today, was a regular venue 
for social meetings, including the Icebreakers disco, which took 
place upstairs.

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110002732

Archive reference number
Box GO77 Ish 

Item
S/IP/1/1/9/3

Islington and Haringey  
Gay Group flyer 3 

Prompt

Info

10
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We used this in session 4

• Why have those particular characters been chosen to be written 
about on the front cover? 

• Do you think they actually feature in the magazine? 

• What is the relationship between poetry and the LGBTQ+ 
community? 

• Is there such a thing as gay humour? 

• Is humour universal across the gender spectrum or specific to 
different groups? 

• Why might storytelling be important in queer history? 

The London Lesbian Newsletter was produced between  
1981 – 1984 containing cartoons, poetry, short stories, articles, film 
review, book lists and entertainment listings.  
A poem on the front cover of issue 11 of the London Lesbian 
Newsletter, reads; 

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD wouldn’t say a word
RADCLYFFE HALL wasn’t on the phone
JOAN ARMATRADING had gone away for the weekend. 

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110003889

Archive reference number

Item
S/JAJK/1/1/2

London Lesbian Newsletter 
Number 11 May 1982 

Prompt

Info

11
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We used this in session 2

• Do you think news of a gay mayor would still be covered in this way in 
todays press? 

• Can you think of any similar recent examples? 

• Why do you think the Sun chose to refer to his partner as 
“mayoress”? 

• Do you think the private lives of politicians are relevant information? 

• Is publicising their relationships in the public interest?

Newspaper cutting from The Sun on 16 May 1985 regarding Bob 
Crossman likely to become Britain’s fist gay mayor. Only part of the 
article. Bob Crossman was mayor of the radical and controversial 
Labour led Islington Council between 1986 - 1987. Islington South 
also had the UK’s first openly gay MP in Chris Smith who served 
between 1983 - 2005

Online link to archive resource 
https://ilh-web.adlibhosting.com/Pride/Details/
pridearchive/110002980

Archive reference number
Box GO77 Ish 

Item
S/IP/1/6/4/2/1

Enter The Gay Mayor 
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